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This book is also available as a pdf download for $15 from my website DingDingMusic.com/
Manuals"Logic Pro X - How it Works" was not only the first manual available for Apple's new
music production app "Logic Pro X", it is the most comprehensive one. On 396 letter size, full-
color pages, the author explains the app in great detail with additional background information
that is often required to fully understand specific features.Many of the information regarding the
functionality of Logic Pro X is found neither in the official documentation nor anywhere else.
Logic Pro X is a very deep and sometimes complex application that users (beginners and pros
alike) often struggle with. This is where the unique approach of the Graphically Enhanced
Manuals series comes in. No matter how complex or complicated the subject is, the author
provides easy to understand graphics and diagrams that let the reader understand and master
the material.The follow-up books "Logic Pro X - the Details (part 1)" and "Logic Pro X - The
Details (part 2) cover the more advanced topicsWhat are Graphically Enhanced Manuals
(GEM)?They're a new type of manual with a visual approach that helps you UNDERSTAND a
program, not just LEARN it. No need to read through 500 of pages of dry text explanations. Rich
graphics and diagrams help you to get that "aha" effect and make it easy to comprehend difficult
concepts. The Graphically Enhanced Manuals help you master a program much faster with a
much deeper understanding of concepts, features, and workflows in a very intuitive way that is
easy to understand.Testimonials:Readers love this unique way of learning applications no matter
how easy or complicated the app might be. Here are some responses from satisfied
customers:"I wish all the manuals on software were like yours!" - Giovanni C."You have the gift of
making difficult concepts understandable" - William B."Your style is the most informative and
clear I have ever seen" - Mark D."Great stuff Edgar! I bought your other Logic GEM books and
love em..." - freeform"Thank you so much for your fantastic guides; I've learned so much!" -
Brandon B."I love your manuals." - Eli."Love your writing!" - Magnus N"Your book is awesome" -
Geoff S."I am really impressed by the quality and the user-friendliness of the book" - Giovanni"I
cannot praise you enough, you are great at this" - Scot C."Thanks for a fantastic series of books
- just what the doctor ordered." - Peter W."Many thanks for the effort you put into these books. A
true gem". - Alan M

Author Edgar Rothermich makes good use of analogies and clear, colourful diagrams, and the
book is structured so that you can treat it as a reference, dipping in and out of the various
sections as necessary. There's a lot of depth here, with the author unearthing operational gems
that even experienced Logic users may not have discovered. Everything is explained in great
detail. - soundonsound.comThis eBook makes an excellent resource for when you need to delve
into the finer points of Track Stacks, multi-timbral instruments, the more arcane menu options



and the true value of Logic's Environment. What's more, it's extremely affordable, and those who
already use the program but feel there's a lot more to discover could really benefit. -
soundonsound.comFrom the AuthorThanks for your interest in my book.Please use the "Look
inside" feature by clicking on the book cover to browse through the book. This way you will get
an idea about my unique concept of "Graphically Enhanced Manuals". As you can imagine, I
spend a lot of time creating those graphics and diagrams to demonstrate and better visualize the
functionality of the various software applications I cover in my books.Make sure to also check
out the interactive multi-touch iBooks version of my books for an even better, more engaging
learning experience. All the links are available on my website DingDingMusic.com/ManualsEnjoy
your book,Edgar RothermichAbout the AuthorEmptyRead more
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Robert G. Bean, “The book that unlocked Logic and AMS for me. This book is far and away the
best explanation of Logic Pro that I have found. Logic has the deserved reputation for being a
powerful but obscure program, especially to non-professional musicians like me. The book
begins with an explanation of Logic's architecture using an excellent analogy, and I found
understanding the architecture to be key to understanding Logic's multifaceted and obscure
UI.Edgar also offers an explanation of Audio Midi Setup in the Free Manuals section of his
website. While this old document has many typos, it is also an excellent description of how
Audio Midi Setup works, especially with regard to Network MIDI connections. After many
attempts to get it working, Edgar's explanation helped me understand the architecture of this as
well. I finally have Logic playing my MIDI gear over the network.Get this book, and get the MIDI
description from his website. You won't regret it. I'll be buying Edgar's Logic Pro X - The Details
as soon as it is available.”

JJ, “One of the best software books I've ever seen! Very useful!. This graphically enhanced
manual really is superior to anything I've ever tried to read in the realm of a software tutorial
book. Edgar explains things really well and the use of the numbering system to bring you exactly
to where in the graphic the words on the page are describing is really a wonderful tool. I would
encourage Edgar in the future to use different shapes and colors for these link symbols. The
book I purchased utilizes numbers 1 thru whatever may be necessary in a black circle. It is
sometimes difficult to find the number in the graphic and perhaps if different colors or shapes
were used that might be easier but this is still a 5 star book.”

Jeffrey Ferguson, “Great book. But not what I thought I was getting.. This book is fantastic for
someone that wants to know exactly what is on the software and how it works. But it does not
give you step by step instructions on how each to use the individual applications of the program.
Such as how to record your own voice and create harmonies. Which is what I was hoping for.
That information will hopefully be in the follow-up book. Which is set to be released soon. I
hope. So if you want to know the behind the scenes of everything you can click on, I highly
recommend this book.”

jojozuk, “these GEM books are amazing, so much better than all the other Logic .... I must say,
these GEM books are amazing, so much better than all the other Logic books that I've seen that
just explain one feature after another and are often very dry to read through. I started with Logic
last year and I'm glad I found these GEM books. Their visual approach is more engaging and I
actually understand the features and functionality and can implement them right away. This
makes the learning process so much easier, and there is a lot to learn.If you want to learn Logic I
can highly recommend this book.”



Paul Lucky F., “Perfect Learning Tool. I'm in the process of switching from DP to Logic and came
across these books in the Graphically Enhanced Manuals series. One thing I realized right away
are all the graphics and diagrams that you usually don't find in a typical user manual for software
apps. I know how a sequencer works, but I had to find out how Logic works differently than the
one I'm used to. Those diagrams make it very clear and I'm up and running in no time. Its visual!!
This is the way to learn an app. Highly recommended.”

JOAO PAULO DANIEL, “Five Stars. This is a great book to really understand how Logic Works”

Colin Shayler, “Interesting. This is quite a good book for Logic newbies like me. It does explain
the concepts of Logic X Pro well and is well illustrated. The main thing that I would have liked in
this book would have been a number of worked examples of setting up projects to bring the
concepts to life, otherwise it is a very good book.”

The book by Edgar Rothermich has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 76 people have provided feedback.
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